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History Won’t Write Lunatics
   The year is  2784 , iit s been 130 years since the third world war .  The technology is 
very advanced, even the time machine that has been working on it for 42 years is 
complete . Tcientists have created an artificial and controllable black hole . With the 
time machine they designed, they were able to climb above the speed of light 
around the black hole, making time travel possible. 4 expert Jewish scientists were 
selected to use this machine, which has never been tried before .

S1: Guys, are you excited ?
S2: Of course, we will make the strangest and fastest journey of our lives.
S3: We've been working on it for 42 years, I can't wait anymore.
S4: What year are we going to go to?
S1: Seeing dinosaurs is a classic idea. I think it would be a more valuable journey to 
witness the most important discoveries in the history of science
S2: Then get ready, we're going to 1687. 
    They installed a vision-enhancing lens and a device that can increase hearing by 50 
times to monitor the event from afar .They called 1687, the machine worked 
flawlessly, and they were now in the same period as Newton . when they landed, 
they asked the surrounding people about Newton's House and began watching from 
afar



   Newton goes for a walk to get rid of the depression, talking to himself because he 
hates silence

Newton: There's no experiment I've been working on for 2 years . I don't have a clue 
. maybe it's time to give up.

   A man walks past him while newton is talking to himself, a few minutes later he see 
the man sitting down and goes to him.

Newton: I think you're in a hurry, Sir, Where Are you trying to catch up?

Lunatic: Hurry? I'm not in a hurry, I just need to run faster to fly, so I'm training.

Newton: I'm not in a position to laugh at your jokes right now , I'm sorry

Lunatic: You think I'm joking ? I can prove it if you want.

    

    as soon as he finished his word, they met a village

Willage: Newton, have you found a friend of your own, or is your new experiment 
about lunatic people?

     newton realizes that the man next to him is actually lunatic , smiles at the peasant 
and they move on



Newton: they think you're crazy

Lunatic: everyone thinks about what they want to think . they declared me crazy 
because they found my ideas illogical

Newton: what if your ideas are really irrational? what if you're crazy

Lunatic:  I can prove it if you want.

Newton: ı’ve been waiting 

     The man starts running and jumps , thinking he is going to fly, he falls to the 
ground and wounds his knee . newton runs and lifts, sitting under a tree

  

Newton: you shouldn't have tried

Lunatic: I could  fly .

Newton: you couldn’t fly 

Lunatic: someone grabbed me and pulled me down , I could .

Newton : no one held you, you just tripped over the stone

      The man brings the stone and throws it

Lunatic: look, I'm stronger than this stone , he doesn't have the power to drop me.

    An apple from a tree branch falls on Newton's head and the madman begins to 
laugh



Lunatic: I think the person who dropped me is still around. 

Newton:I think (with a sarcastic attitude )

Lunatic: an Apple can't break off its branch on its own . someone has to pull him down .

Newton: Absolutely (with a cynical attitude)

Lunatic: I promise if I catch him one day, I'll tie his hands so he doesn't interfere with us.

         newton says goodbye to the man and goes home . he thinks about this strange day, 
and what he says makes a little sense.

         scientists witnessed a very important day in the history of science that night. the 
night the law of gravity first came to mind . but history ,in books, describes the Apple, not 
the madman

         scientists go back to their time and say that both the experiment was successful and 
the true face of the event . The board appoints these 4 scientists to learn about the 
unknown sides of important inventions and turns it into a study

         they ride time machines

S1:who do you want to start with?

S2:I wonder if Tesla deserves 111 patents

S1:go and learn

         S1 sends him to Germany alone in 1940

S1:I hope hitler will be kind to him .    Don't try to test Tesla

         I wish he knew S1 was a psycho tesla fan.


